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this is very inspiring! i already have this effect in my preset list so when i have some
time i will start a new project. thank you. this is very inspiring! i already have this

effect in my preset list so when i have some time i will start a new project. this is very
inspiring! i already have this effect in my preset list so when i have some time i will

start a new project. i picked it up when it went on sale, and used it to sell the last drum
machine i owned.. tried it for a month or two and it was great, but i stopped for several
reasons, but one of them was i liked the quality of the sounds better than the sounds

included with my old voice module. it wasn't really until i tried to get them to work
together that i discovered why they were really better as a separate plugin. it's just
the drum machine had more sounds than i really needed. although you can pretty
much get as many snares, toms, hat tricks, cymbal stacks and whoopie pies as you
want inside kontakt, and there are ways to fix this with some of the internal sounds,
you can only actually download so many percussion sounds. with seven plugins for
snare and two for kick in that single kontakt library, you're limited to about a half

dozen different drum kits. and even if you really know what you're doing, there's still
the problem that adding a new kit on top of an existing library can result in gaps in the
character of the drums for the drums that are in the library. wow, i really like it, i can't
believe that people spend their money just to get all the sounds they want. this is my
second kontakt 5, i'm happy to own two of it. i think it's definitely cool that you can

also play back the sounds that you created in kontakt 5.
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pretty cool stuff! there's
some kind of issue with the

work flow, though. the
option to create a library of
new presets appears in the
menus when that menu is
active, but if you have a

library open (and you need
to have a library open to
save a new preset) and

then go back to the library
menu (there's no menu in

the inspector, just one
button), this option isnt

there any more. which is
annoying. the preset stuff is
there though, and it can be
edited. there are a whole
host of modules you can
download that will allow
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you to obtain the sounds
used for the demo timeout

crack and the time out
demo, but we just wanted

to give you a free download
of the demo in it's full glory.

these demos have been
created using the new

kontakt x 5 api and have
been created using the kp

pack 1 vst instrument
library. we're all huge fans

of the kontakt vst
instruments here at audio
school, and these demos
have just given us more

respect for the instrument
and how powerful it can be.

if you fancy getting a
download for yourself,

we've made it so easy! just
head over to the rcl kit, and
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you'll find the downloads
there: they're the same as
those you'll find in the free
demo pack, and it should
look something like this

(you'll need the rgr kit 2). if
you're not sure which ones
to pick, it doesn't matter,

just pick the ones you like:
from the outset it was

necessary to use kontakt 5
as the framework for this
project. whilst i’ve been

using version 4 for the best
part of a year, at that point

it had reached a point in
time where it was rapidly

becoming a ‘closed-
sourced’ beast; costing

around $600 to license. the
compact and portable

nature of kontakt 5, as an
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alternative, is a no-brainer.
however, the re-architected
instrument browser and the

self-contained samples
folder mean that no further

licensing from kontakt is
required - and there is a lot

to be said for having an
instruments folder

completely separate from
your samples, in the format

that you choose to work
with. 5ec8ef588b
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